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ABSTRACT. The unusual female form of Colias cesonia Stoll called immaculse-

cunda has been recorded from several localities in the southern United States. This

form is thought to be a migrant from some Mexican cesonia populations and not a

genetic aberration appearing sporadically in separate U.S. populations.

Colias (Zerene) cesonia cesonia Stoll is a familiar butterfly through-

out much of the southern United States. The male possesses a prom-

inent "dog-face" on the DFWwhile the female exhibits a less distinct

but still recognizable "dog-face." A Neotropical subspecies, C. c.

therapis (F. & F.), possesses no remnants of such a mark. A related

species, Colias (Zerene) eurydice Bdv., occurs in California and Mex-
ico. Males of eurydice also possess a distinct "dog-face" but females

of this species have no "dog-face" and possess only rudimentary dark

markings. There is a 9 form of cesonia, however, which also lacks

the "dog-face." This paper surveys the occurrence of this form in the

United States and Mexico (as known) and discusses possible origins

of this form.

Colias (Zerene) cesonia cesonia Stoll 9 form immaculsecunda Gun-
der was first described from two specimens, one from Arizona (23

September 1927) and one from Missouri (27 September 1917) (see

Gunder, 1928). The original description is as follows: "Primaries:

with greatly reduced black markings; outline of 'dog- face' not clear

cut, having outline at 'forehead' incomplete. Secondaries: immaculate
of all usual marginal designs, cell blotch remaining as usual. Wings
beneath as in typical cesonia, yet not over ruddy." Gunder (1928)

illustrates both the holotype (from Arizona) and paratype (from Mis-

souri) and classifies this taxon as a "form 9 ," which simply indicates

"forms belonging to only one sex" (Gunder, 1927).

Subsequently, this form has been reported from other localities.

From Arizona, Brown (1965) reported three specimens each in dif-

ferent years (1950, 1957, 1963) but all in September. The 1963 spec-

imen is illustrated (Brown, 1965: fig. 3) as an unnamed aberration.

Stal lings (1941) reported three specimens from Sumner Co., Kansas,
on 15 April 1938. Bennett (1968) reported one specimen each in Oc-
tober and November of 1966 in Lubbock, Lubbock Co., Texas.

In my personal collection is a specimen collected 27 October 1968
at the Brackenridge Field Laboratory in Austin, Travis Co., Texas
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FlG. 1. Forms of Colios (Zerene) cesonia from Austin, Travis County, Texas. Clock-
wise from upper left: normal c, 1 November 1968; normal 2. 19 October 1968; im-

maculsecunda, 2 form, 27 October 1968.

(Fig. 1). Other specimens were seen at this time. Additionally, my
field notes record the occurrence of immaculsecunda in Austin in late

November 1971, although no specimens were taken. C. J. Durden
(pers. comm.) also observed this form in the Austin area in late sum-
mer and fall 1971.

The specimen in my collection is slightly smaller than normal fe-

males collected at the same time (wingspan —53 mmvs. normal 60

mm). This unusual phenotype exhibits the same degree of pink suf-

fusion of the VFWand VHWas do the normal specimens collected

at the same time. This suffusion has been called rosa McNeill by
some but is merely a seasonal influence which occurs in other sub-

species of cesonia as well. The rosa influence of the 27 October 1968

Austin specimen is slightly less than one specimen figured in Howe
(1975: plate 75, fig. 9). Masters (1969) demonstrates the occurrence of

this roseate form in Colias cesonia therapis (F. & F.) with the dry

season in Venezuela. The similarity in the rosa influence in both nor-

mal and immaculsecunda forms indicates that separate, and probably

unlinked, genetic systems are involved. The 1968 Austin specimen
of immaculsecunda exhibits slightly greater reduction of black mar-

gins of the DFWthan shown by Bennett (1968); the specimen looks
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very much like the Venezuelan subspecies therapis (see Masters,

1969) except that immaculsecunda retains the discal spot of the DFW
(the "eye" of the dog-face). Colias (Zerene) eurydice Bdv. ab. nigro-

capitata Riddell is somewhat similar to immaculsecunda in that it

retains dark margins along the DFWapex but also retains the DFW
discal spot (Riddell, 1941).

This 9 form immaculsecunda has also been reported from Mexico.

Vasquez G. (1952) reviewed all forms of C. cesonia known from Mex-
ico. She could find no true immaculsecunda but reported "formafem-
inina n, parecida a immaculsecunda" which is very close to Gunder's

(1928) figures but has slightly more reduced melanic markings. Lo-

cality records were from the state of Hidalgo as well as the Distrito

Federal in the high-elevation central part of Mexico. No collection

dates are given. L. E. Gilbert has a specimen in his collection dated

16 January 1969 from near Naranjo, San Luis Potosi. Hoffmann (1940)

simply lists immaculsecunda from Mexico without reporting collec-

tion localities; he reports cesonia as occurring "en todo el pais/' How-
ever, Brown (1944) did not find this form in several collections from

northern and central Mexico.

Times of occurrence of immaculsecunda in Texas reveal a signifi-

cant pattern. The years 1966, 1968 and 1971 were all seasons of un-

usual abundance or occurrence of Lepidoptera involving population

movements of various species northward from Mexico. Breeding of

two heliconians [Heliconius charitonius vasquezae (Comstock and
Brown) and Dryas julia moderata Stichel] which periodically occur

in central Texas during autumn was observed in 1966 (Rickard, 1967,

1968). During 1968 these two heliconians were abundant in the Aus-
tin area as early as June 1968 (Neck, 1978). Two factors could explain

why immaculsecunda did not appear until October in 1968. Immigra-
tion into the area could have occurred only in the fall months. On the

other hand, immigration could have occurred earlier in the late spring

months but this form was undiscovered by lepidopterists until the fall

generation appeared. Two generations, one spring and one fall, are

typical of cesonia in central Texas. Specimens collected in October
1968 were not worn to a degree that long-distance dispersal by those
specimens was indicated. Late summer and autumn 1971 were ex-

tremely unusual times for Lepidoptera. A severe drought was broken
in late July and early August. Massive northward movements of nu-
merous butterfly species resulted, including one of the rare massive
cloud migrations of Lihytheana bachmanii larvata (Strecker) (Hel-
fcrt, 1972; Neck, in prep.). The northward movement of the tropical

butterfly Dione moneta during unusual climatic conditions was re-

ported and analyzed by Gilbert (1969).
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Occurrence of immaculsecimda in Texas during years of unusual

northward movements of butterfly populations from Mexico indicates

the possibility that this form is a resident female phenotype in some
Mexican populations. Of the other reports of immaculsecunda in the

United States (see above review) all but one were collected in the

period September to November. The sole exception involves the col-

lection of three specimens collected in Kansas in mid- April. April is

an early date for cesonia to be found in Kansas; cesonia is most com-
mon in Kansas from August to October (Calkins, 1932; Field, 1928).

Field (1928) does report specimens of cesonia in mid-May 1935. Wen-
iger (1945) reported specimens in late June 1944.

If one accepts the thesis that immaculsecunda is an immigrant form

from Mexico, these April Kansas specimens have one of two origins.

They either represent an overwintering brood or an early season mi-

gration. Migrations of sub-tropical and tropical butterflies to latitudes

as far north as Kansas are commonbut generally occur in summer and
autumn (Calkins, 1936; Howe, 1958). At least one species, Agraulis

vanillae (L.), makes almost annual migrations to Kansas, where it fails

to overwinter (Randolph, 1927). Note should be made of the capture

of the tropical species Adelpha bredowii (Geyer) by V. F. Calkins in

Scott Co., Kansas on 2 May 1936 (Field, 1938). One may assume
that either origin mentioned above for the April Kansas immaculse-

cunda could be valid. Howe (1965) felt that cesonia in Kansas might
be a breeding migrant, although "strong evidence supports the idea

that at least a few adults of cesonia hibernate here as well." Over-

wintering of cesonia has been suspected in areas of the neighboring

state of Missouri (Masters, 1969), including the actual observation of

a hibernating adult in St. Louis Co. (O'Bryne, 1941).

I believe enough evidence (admittedly circumstantial) exists to as-

sume that immaculsecunda Gunder may well be a resident phenotype
in some populations of Mexico. I do not believe that it is a genetic

aberration which appears independently in various populations as has

been assumed by many workers. Collectors in Mexico should make
efforts to sample and study populations of cesonia in the field to de-

termine the true taxonomic standing of immaculsecunda Gunder.

While it has been suggested that immaculsecunda is a form respond-

ing to cold weather (Bennett, 1968), cold weather generally results in

melanistic forms, not forms lacking normal melanic pigment (Robin-

son, 1971: 210).
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